Re:Presenting Bloomsbury
Independent Research Freelance brief
Role: to provide extensive independent research for the Re:Presenting
Bloomsbury pilot project. To research, using multiple sources, the lives of
three individuals memorialised through statues in Camden; using a
Framework criteria to review their lives, to uncover new and contested
histories using a balanced and inclusive approach.
Location: work from own offices but must be able to travel to Camden for
facilitation meetings, workshops and site visits.
Fee: £6,000
Status: Freelance
Reporting to: Mike Candler, Arts Development Manager
Contract: 7 November 2022 – 31 March 2023

Background
DIVERSIFYING CAMDEN’S PUBLIC REALM
Following the Black Lives Matter protests in Summer 2020, Camden Council
formed a Councillors’ working group, supported by an Officer’s working group,
to review the borough’s buildings and street names, statues and memorials.
These groups were formed to investigate those parts of the public realm which
commemorate individuals with racist legacies, links to
the transatlantic slave trade or promoted prejudice and
discrimination of any kind. These groups led on the
renaming of Park View House (formerly Cecil Rhodes
House), and the renaming of West Hampstead Primary
School (formerly Beckford School). We are continuing to
work towards making Camden truly inclusive and
representative of our diverse and vibrant communities.
We are committed to creating a legacy of anti-prejudice
and celebration of our diverse communities and the
people who make Camden.

We are now looking to the future of Camden’s public realm in its broadest sense and
aiming to make it reflect the diversity of Camden’s communities. We are exploring ways to
promote equality and diversity in the arts, culture, events, high streets, planning, green
spaces, commemorations, memorials, and streets. This is necessary because those who
currently dominate space in the public realm tend to have power over the social, cultural,
and political space and have the biggest platform and opportunity to have their voices
heard. We are committed to rebalancing this inequality of power in the public realm and
empowering those who have historically been underrepresented and whose voices and
experiences have historically been erased from the public realm and from public
discourse.
As part of Camden Council’s Strategy for Diversity in the Public Realm (to be published in
2022) we will be reviewing our statues and memorials across the borough. Councillors are
committed to ensuring that residents and visitors are able access accurate and more
balanced information regarding the biographies of the individuals currently celebrated
through public sculpture in the borough, including any discriminatory ideas or behaviours,
as well as positive contributions to society. This work will ensure that our public
memorials and the legacies of the individuals commemorated are presented through
multiple, diverse perspectives, enabling complex and often challenging histories to be
questioned and profiled for the first time. The work will enable us to better understand
the impact of these individuals on society, and to make new meaningful connections
between our diverse communities and Camden’s public realm.

THE PROJECT
We are currently working closely with residents and communities in Camden to develop a
project, which will see our public memorials reviewed through independent research and
interpreted by a range of diverse voices. To ensure that this large, complex project is
delivered in a robust and considered way, we will be working over several years and will
seek external funding to support it.
Camden Council will deliver this large interpretation
project in several phases. Phase one will be a pilot
phase where we develop and test our approach. The
project will see three statues commemorating
individuals interpreted in collaboration with our
communities. Alongside this work, we will develop a
toolkit to guide further phases through the approach.
The toolkit will include guidance in reviewing statues,
working with landowners, commissioners and
stakeholders. The toolkit will also provide guidance in
working with communities to explore sensitive and
contested heritage stories. The toolkit will also be
shared with other boroughs across the country.

Camden Council is seeking a freelance Independent Researcher to work with our Arts
Development Team (Arts Development Manager, Mike Candler and Arts Development
Officer, Suzie Plumb) to deliver the biographical research for the pilot phase of the
project.
We are looking for an experienced Independent Researcher who has worked in research
areas covering culture, heritage, diversity, hidden histories and complex contested
heritage.
We are looking for an experienced Independent Researcher who has used multiple
sources in their research work, understands national contexts and who has experience of
delivering research for the interpretation of historical biographies and/or museum
collections/heritage sites or within an academic setting.
The Independent Researcher will work closely with the Arts Development Team and the
Project Manager. The Independent Researcher will also support a volunteer to engage
with the research process.
The Independent Researcher will use multiple sources to research the biographies of
three individuals memorialised through statues in Bloomsbury, Camden. The research
will include uncovering family histories and the generation of wealth, private writing,
public and published works. The Researcher will also apply their research to Camden’s
memorial review Framework.
The Independent Researcher will produce written reports presenting their research
results. These reports will be shared to the project team in a phased approach and will
inform the design of community engagement activities, artistic responses and the
development of the web-based interpretation of the three statues.
The Independent Researcher will work closely
with the Arts Development Team, Project
Manager and project team to ensure that
research is delivered sensitively and inclusively
with a balanced, non-bias approach.
The Independent Researcher will work closely
with the Arts Development Team to develop a
delivery plan for the project research, including
a schedule of work, to ensure the project is
delivered on time.
The Independent Researcher will meet in person
with the Arts Development team and project
team in London during the development process
to plan with the project team.

The Independent Researcher will update the Project Manager and Arts Development team
bi-weekly via email or digital meeting throughout the development and delivery of the
project.
The Independent Researcher will work with Camden on a freelance basis and will be
responsible for their own tax and national insurance contributions. Payment of fees will be
made according to an agreed schedule.
TO SUBMIT AN EXPRESSION OF INTEREST
To submit an expression of interest please send the following via email to
mike.candler@camden.gov.uk by Friday 7 October: 23.59pm
-A current CV
-A short outline of previous successful research projects and relevant experience in the
sector (no more than 1 side of A4).
-Details for two relevant referees that we can contact.
We will contact you via email for an informal interview
For further information please contact Mike Candler mike.candler@camden.gov.uk or Suzie
Plumb suzie.plumb@camden.gov.uk
Inclusion and Diversity
We want Camden Council to be a great place to work and to ensure that our communities
are represented across our workforce. A vital part of this is ensuring we are a truly inclusive
organisation that encourages diversity in all respects, including diversity of thinking. We
particularly welcome applications from Black, Asian and those of Other Ethnicities, LGBT+,
disabled and neurodiverse communities to make a real difference to our residents so that
equalities and justice remains at the heart of everything we do.
Asking for Adjustments
Camden is committed to making our recruitment practices barrier-free and as accessible
as possible for everyone. This includes making adjustments or changes for disabled people,
neurodiverse people or people with long-term health conditions. If you would like us to do
anything differently during the application, interview or assessment process, including
providing information in an alternative format, please contact us.

